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Unlock ETF Trading Performance 
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EXCHANGE AVG 1.02

MIDPOINT 0.57
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 As determined at time of arrival of order from participants in Q1 2022, versus the National Best Bid Offer (NBBO) reported on the Securities Information Processor (SIP).
 Daily Averages for ETF securities from 3/21/22 and 3/31/22. Applies to both ASPEN and Midpoint unless otherwise indicated.
 Average daily notional of all trades, single-counted
 Participants segmented by identifiable distinct flows.
 Top 40 ETFs by shares traded. Participants segmented by identifiable distinct flows. 


IntelligentCross® is a leading US equities trading venue that uses AI to optimize price discovery.  It matches 
orders near-continuously, within microseconds of arrival, to achieve maximum price stability after trades.  

This enables better displayed prices and tighter spreads, making the market more efficient. 


We operate two order books: Midpoint (midpoint cross), which minimizes market impact and ASPEN, a lit 
order book with a displayed capability, which minimizes adverse selection.  

7.5+ million times per day IntelligentCross 


 ETF orders improve the NBBO.

Daily ETF Performance, Q1 2022

  lit NBBO-improving ASPEN orders lasting more than 500 millisecond

  NMS ETF symbols trade

  traded dail

  different ETF participant

  distinct participants in top 40 ETFs
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Groundbreaking Displayed Liquidity 
 

top etf symbols traded on intelligent cross

$73.1 million 


$71.8 millon 


$28.8 million 


$18.9 million 


$15 million 
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0.06 bps


0.13 bps


0.19 bps


0.20 bps


0.19 bps

*Daily matched notional USD, single-counted

**Remover spread improvement, in basis points

symbol Daily Dollar VOLUME  spread improvement* **
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